Up, up and away
Boo!!!

The SJSU Aerospace program sponsors a
Saturday of flying fun at San Jose
International Airport. Page 5

For a listing of terrifyingly
fun Halloween activities,
crawl bleeding au
to pages 3 & 4.

Kung fu and modern dance
The Dance Brigade troupe performs Saturday
on campus. The performers mix eclectic styles
in their pieces, which include some theatrical
and comical elements.
Page 5

Published for the University and
University Community by the
Department of Journalism and
Mass Communications since 1934.

Sports
Not for women only
The men’s volleyball club is warming up for its
December tryouts. The club placed 18tn out of
300 teams last season. Page 6

We make the call...
Despite a Spartan football bye, our armchair
quarterbacks pick three prosepective winners.
Page 6
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Feinstein
tickets
offered to
students
By Leigh Ann Clifton
Daily start artier

Tickets for Dianne Feinstein’s SJSU visit will be
available this weekend, on a
first-come-first-serve basis
The event is free, but tickets are requireil fis admission
to the Democratic gubernatorial candidate’s appearance at
the Event Center Thursday,
said Campus Democrats
President Merry Lindsay.
Campus identification will
be necessary, and there will
be a limit of one per person,
said Blair Whitney, Associated Students director of community affairs. Students, faculty and staff will be able to
pick them up in the A.S. business office, located in the
Student Union.
Other tickets are being
offered to community leaders
and students and faculty at
other area colleges. Whitney
said.
A limited number of tickets will be available to the
public at the United Democratic Campaign headquarters
in San Jose, said Lindsay.
"This is a non-partisan,
political awareness event
you come, listen and form your
own opinions," Whitney said.
A.S. President Arneze
Washington said he’s concerned with reports of demonstrations being planned.
Any attempt to "intentionally disrupt activities on this
campus...is in bad taste," he
said, responding to a report
that the College Republicans
are planning a demonstration
azeinst Feinstein’s visit.
Though he said he respects
the Constitutional rights of
everybody to express their
own opinion, he doesn’t want
"SJSU...viewed as a campus
with students and/or faculty
members that are so insecure
that they cannot respect and
tolerate the views" of others.
Washington, a Republican,
said he plans to speak to the
College Republicans and
voice his concerns.
The event, co-sponsored
by Campus Democrats, is
part of the political awareness
activities A.S. has been planning this semester.

Weather
Mostly sunny, with highs in the mid
7(t. Fair tonight with lows in the mid
National Weather Service
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Relief funds by students ’for the students’
IRHA offers money for victims
By Laura DiMascio
Daily start miter

MOULDER HALL
After the file

A relief fund for Moulder Hall
residents who lost belongings in the
Oct. 19 fire has been organized by
the SJSU Inter -Residence Hall
Association.
According to IRHA president how much residents lost until insurDana Lee, the relief fund had ance claims are filed.
received $970 in donations by
But according to James Hill,
Wednesday with the largest dona- director of purchasing and logistical
tion being $100.
services, early smoke damage
"We receive the donations by reports to student property are estimail so it takes a week or so for mated at $4,000.
them to get here," Lee said.
An ad hoc committee made up of
The relief money received will Hill, Director of Housing Fred Najbe deposited into a separate jar. Dean of Student Services Dean
account. Lee said, and it will not go Batt and Associated Executive Vice
through housing.
President of Business Affairs Con"All the money donated is going nie Sauer met Wednesday to disto replace the residents’ belongings cuss the process students will folonly and not to paint or anything to low to file personal property
fix up the rooms," she said. "This claims. According to Najjar, the
fund was strictly made by the stu- amount of damage that will be
dents for the students."
claimed is dependent on each stuThe relief money will be dis- dent being able to see their belongpersed by a committee made up of ings.
three IRHA executives, including
"A lot of students haven’t even
Lee, and eight volunteering hall seen their belongings yet," he said.
representatives. Lee said they will "Once they do file claims, we’ll
decide how much each resident will make them a high priority because
receive based on individual need we know the criticalness of getting
and where the money will be spent them processed."
"Some of the money will first be
But some residents don’t have
going to dry cleaning of the resi- renters’ insurance and upon
dents’ clothes to remove snoke and entrance into the residence halls
soot be.ause right now that’s where they signed an agreement which
it is needed most."
states that SJSU’s insurance policy
University Pelle:. Depanment exempts personal property losses
officials believe arsonists are to from its coverage, so now they
blame for the fire, that started on a have to rely solely on what is
third -floor couch that was put in donated
front of the door to room 315.
According to Lee. many organiOfficials have said the suspects z_ations have expressed interest in
are students. No arrests had been donating clothes, computers and
made as of Thursday.
assistance to the cause.
Lee said IRHA hopes to receive
"One company called up and
as many donations as possible to said they might donate IBM comhelp the victims of the tragedy on puters to students that lest theirs,"
Moulder’s third floor.
she said. "A woman called and
According to University Housing offered housing. and Parkview Elein
no
exact
estimates,
Services,
mentary School is doing a
terms of dollars. will he made as to
See RELIEli page

Nat, Han - Daly start photographer

Aerie Prunetti, right, wears a breathing mask while
helping students at Moulder Hall. Prunetti, a resi-

dent of the hall, and others are required to wear
masks when going onto the third floor of the building.

A.S. official launches plan for closing San Carlos
By Susanna Cesar
Daly stall venter

Read Kristi Nowak’s lips.
The Vice President of Associated
Students says she needs student
support and the closure of San Carlos Street depends on it
Nowak is launching a plan to
organize SJSU students to help
close the street
"Without enough people. nothing is going to happen," Nowak
said.
And SJSU president Gail Fuller-

SALI CARLOS STREET
ton agrees.
"Anyone that crosses San Carlos
Street with an arm -load of books
should show their support," Fullerton said.
Nowak is appealing to groups to

sign petitions that will be presented
to the city. She hopes that each
organization will commit to sending at least five members to the San
Jose Planning Commission meeting
scheduled for Nov. 14 and Nov. 28
and the San Jose City council on
Dec. 11.
Panhellenic and the Inter-Fraternity Council gave verbal support
Monday, and IFC signed the petition and Panhellenic is expected to
sign soon, Nowak said.

"This is something we’ve supported for a long time." said Colin
Clover, president of IFC.
Nowak also plans an getting the
Inter-Residence Hall Association
and the Inter-Organizational Council on her side.
But Nowak is going against a
tough record.
When the proposal that would
lead to the eventual closing of San
Carlos Street between Fourth and
Tenth Street last went to the city in

1986, about 40 students, faculty
and administrators showed up. The
council voted 7-4 to conditionally
defer the proposal until 1990.
SISU’s request included a
change in San Carlos Street’s
"major collector," designation to
"neighborhood street." the first
step in the eventual closure of the
stmt.
A "major collector" is a thoroughfare carrying traffic between
See STREET, page 5

Steele overplayed personal observations in book, panel says
By Anthony Cataido
Daily staff writ),

Kan Wong

Special to the Daly

Panelists critique SJSU author Shelby Steele’s book, "The Content
of our (’haracter" on Wednesday night In the Musk Concert Hall.

nglish Associate Prnfessor
Shelby Steele’s book was subjected
to an intellectual gantlet by it ninemember panel made up of SJSU
faculty and staff in the Music Hall
Wednsday night.
If there was one common complaint, it was that Steele’s "The Content of Our Character. A New Vision
of Race in America" overplayed his
personal opinions and observations
without adequate research on racism
and affirmative action. This prompted
some metaphors It.
the what
they considered fallacies in Steele’s
reasoning.
Oscar Battle. SJSU health educator, likened Steele’s book to forming an opinion on a hypothetical
city by observations while driving
tl.rough it rather than stepping out
and talking to the people on the
streets and asking questions.
"His analysis is at fault here."

Battle said.
Steele was invited to participate
in the critique but declined. said
Nadirah Ihsan, president of African
Leaders Educating and Rising
Together. which sponsored the
event. Steele could not be reached
for comment.
"I am an expen on my body,"
said Samuel Henry. associate dean
of student services. "This doesn’t
make me a biologist or a doctor" or
act as a warrant to "launch a discussion of health policy for this country,- Henry said.
Steven Millner. Afro-Amer.:a.,
studies chairman, suggested revising Steele’s book title to ’The Content of Steele’s Character" or "Does
Steele Have Intellectual Character."
Many of the speakers were
seething over how readily the
media embraced Steele’s ideas and
saw it as subverting the ideals
See PANEL, page 5

Author missing from panel discussion
By Anthony Cataldo
Daily start wntar

It seems the noticeable absence
of Shelby Steele from the panel
of speakers sponsored by Afncan
Leaders Educating and Rising
Together wasn’t because he didn’t
get an invitation.
"We wish he were hem this
evening," said mediator Nettye
Goddard about Steele.
The Center for Literary Arts
originally sponsored both
Steele’s public reading two
weeks ago and a "reprise" follow-up panel discussion which
Steele was invited to participate
in. According to Alan Soldolsky. Center for Literary Arts
director, Steele backed down.
"We were not able to sponsor

it (the critique) and him at the
same time." Soldofsky said.
Steele gave the Center an ultimatum: Either they schedule his
public reading without the critique follow-up or they cancel
his appearance altogether, Soldofsky said. Steele could not be
reached for comment
With the media hype Steele’s
appearance was given, there was
no other choice than to concede
to Steele’s wishes. Soldofsky
said.
"He took advantage of the
shortness of time," Soldofsky
said.
Steele’s decision sent the Center scrambling for a new sponFOC A.L.E.R.T. finally agreed in
lake up the slack.
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EDITORIAL

Miller time for Event Center
Genuine Draft," then the middle
shows the football schedule, and the
bottom shows an open beer bottle and
a cold brew in a mug.
What kind of message is the administration sending? Either they are for
alcohol ads or they’re not. Stop being
so damn wishy-washy.
SJSU is one of only 17 Division I
schools to sell beer at football games.
Several other Big West schools sell
beer as well. Obviously, these
schools need the revenue generated
by beer sales.
That is why banning beer banners
at the Event Center is ludicrous. In
times like these where cash for public
universities is tight, extra revenue
from such satellite operations such as
the Event Center helps.

Though beggars cati’t be
choosers, the financially strapped SJSU administration
seems to be a bit picky about whom it
will take money from.
For example, beer advertisements
are not allowed in the Event Center.
SUBOD officials have declined to
display the ads at the new arena,
though those ads would bring in much
needed revenue.
This SUBOD policy may appear
honorable and well-intentioned up
front. Alcoholism is a problem and
there can be a link made between the
image portyayed by drinkers in such
ads and the public’s perception of
booze. But the policy is hypocritical.
Anyone 21 or older can buy beer
inside the Event Center during athletic events.
So, patrons can’t look at beer ads
hanging from the rafters, but they can
drink and look at the beer logos on
the cups in their hands.
There are beer advertisements on
all kinds of Spartan schedules and
posters. One example is that prior to
the 1990 football season, posters were
available on campus with the football
schedule printed on them. The top
portion of the poster says "Miller

bottom line is that the
The
school needs money and it is
not taking it when offered. If
administration officials think that beer
ads in the Event Center are going to
cause more drinking, they should consider that most people here already
know what beer is and what it does.
Stop playing parent and take the
we need it.
money

Moulder no joke, view not
shared, awareness needed
Editor,
It is probably without dispute that the
Moulder Hall fire was a tragedy, but it
doesn’t seem to be enough of a tragedy to
the Resident Advisers. I say this for two
reasons.
First, the Loma Prieta earthquake. The
R.A.’s wasted no time in printing up
shirts paid something to the effect of "I
love my job but it has it’s faults." Fault is
spelled in a disarray of capital letters. I’M
sure anyone who lost a family member,
lost home or business thought the shirt
was really cute. I’m sure they can laugh
when they see someone making jokes
about the incident that killed their loved
ones.
Second, A Joe West Hall resident was
written up for jokes about the fire on his
message board. Did this person write the
jokes? No. Was he home to answer for
himself? No. Did this stop the R.A.’s
from punishing him? No! Perhaps the
housing staff didn’t think the fire was
tragic enough. Only one floor of the
building was destroyed. The quake
caused billions in damage. The dorm students were only crippled and burned. The
quake victims crushed to death.

Maybe they feel only they an joke
about death and destruction. If they try to
tell us that Moulder Hall affects everyone
here, so the jokes were in poor taste, do
they expect us to believe that not one single person in the dorms was affected by
the quake? They probably would, even
though the majority of people you will
meet in the dorms are from the Bay Area.
Well, sorry Moulder, you just didn’t
suffer enough. The R.A.’s won’t make a
funny shirt about you.
As we have seen, the R.A.’s punish for
things people didn’t write. I’m sure you
will understand the nature of their pathetic hypocritical ways.
Dave Lundy
Junior
Administration of Justice

Mayor support
Editor.
I just wanted to make it clear that the
support Ameze Washington has shown to
Frank Fiscalini is by no means a reflection of the opinion of the Associated
Students. The purpose of Associated
Students is to support and aid the stu-

Corrections and amplifications
The Thursday Spartan Daily reported
the incorrect address to send contributions to Lupus victim Nien-Fen Chaos.
The correct address is 38857 Canyon
Heights Drive, Freemont, California,
94536. Interested parties may also call
(415)795-0470 for more information.
Accuracy is important as speed of
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Sympathy needed

"".4.4cUlii

Book poses
false dilemma
for minorities

delivery in daily journalism. However,
thc collection and processing of
information, mistakes do occur.
Please bring all errors in the Spartan
Daily to the attention of Rob Neill,
Executive Editor, or Adam Steinhauer.
Managing Editor Editorial at (408) 9243280.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
’Fire drills wouldn’t have helped a whole lot.
In this case if you had done that (entered the
hallway) you would have entered into an
inferno.’ - Tom de Bakker, State Fire Marshall, responding to a report
that fire evacuation drill: Li Mould.? Hall had not yet been
conducted this semester:

dents. Our purpose is in no way v.,
associated with the endorsement of political candidates.
There are several board members anti
executives who are supporters of Susan
Hammer so I feel it is important to note,
for the record, that Arneze’^ support of
Frank Fiscalini is a personal endorsement
and by no means a reflection of his p:sition as A.S. President.
Krwtt Nowak
Vice-President of Associated SlUdelaS

Causing damage
Editor,
Gay, lesbian and bisexual awareness
week is a necessary tool to educate the
SJSU community. Carlo Ariani, your letter to the editor, "Gay Awareness Week is
Absurd," Oct. 11, only proves how vitally useful a well organized and publicized
gay, lesbian and bisexual event could be.
"Many people, including yourself’ are in
need of more education where this
minority is concerned. The week was
meant for you; it was not to make us
"feel good."
The opposite of love an acceptance is
not hate, it is apathy. You have cut a
deeper wound by saying that you don’t
care about the problems of the gay community," than you would if you had said that
"all gays are sick and disgusting." That
apathy you possess makes it impossible for
the gay community to change society’s
warped views of homosexuality.
An even greater tragedy the company
you are in. Not only is the entire heterosexuai population on this campus apathetic
where gays are concerned, but so are the
thousands of homosexuals on this campus
who joined you in down -playing the
week’s events by not attending them. The
greatest problem the homosexual community faces is apathy from within and here at
SJSU this lack of involvement is keeping
the discrimination and prejudice alive.
And worse still is the fact that when we
all leave this educational environment and
go out into the working world, we will

carry these discrimination and prejudicial
values into the western political and social
arena that continue to stifle the rights and
privileges that gays deserve.
Carlo, you are unwittingly doing incredible damage by your words and the gay
awareness week has missed its mark agent
Jeffrey Draper
Senior
Theater Arts

Week prompted
Editor,
Mr. Carlo Ariani, I find your letter, "Gay
Awareness Week is Absurd," OcL II,
completely ludicrous. Your insipid tone
epitomizes the very mentality which
prompts gay awareness week. You say that
you already know "that homosexuals are
people too and must be tolerated." What do
you mean by tolerated? Are you implying
that homosexuals are a worthless and
wretched lot whom the American culture
can not wholly embrace? Does tolerate
mean that mainstream society should be
charitable enough to not go around gay
bashing? I’m not convinced that you even
tolerate the gay community since you distinctly say that you don’t care about its
problems.
If you ask what the problem is, I answer
that it is pure ignorance. Homosexuals are a
legitimate part of society; ignorant people
fail to see this. One of the solutions happens to be gay awareness week. Mr. Ariani,
I do not want to believe that you are ignorant. I would rather think that you are disgruntled. If you are simply not concerned
with gay awareness, then why attack it?
But if you are going to start complaining
about the lack of other awareness topics, do
something about it. Have a Columbus Day
party or, better yet, organize a bikini awareness week. Why not make use of your
rights rather than sit around and write
unprecedented critiques of something with
positive intentions?
John Fife
Junior
English

I wish to expose a number of logical
errors in Prof. Shelby Steele’s arguments against affirmative action (AA,
for short). In his speech on campus on
Oct. 11, Steele claimed that, while he
totally supports some weaker forms of
for which I applaud him, AA’s
AA
"racial preferences" must lower standards for admission to college. But he
poses a false dilemma. For example,
using race as a tiebreaker to admit a
black over a white with the same GPA
and SAT score would not lower standards.
Further, selecting a black able enough
to overcome the adversity of poverty
and racism to score only slightly lower
than a white from a privileged background need not lower standards. The
SAT has a margin of error of 130
points, and it never takes into account
the underprivileged background of
many minorities who take the test. And
it never recognizes that whites can
more often afford to take preparation
courses for the SAT that cost hundreds
of dollars and increase the scores but
not the merit of whites. AA taking the
different conditions of the test into
account is a way to recognize the superior merit of blacks who score slightly
lower under much more adversity t han
whites face. The price of liberty is eternal vigilance.
Steele contradicted himself in urging
blacks to be self-interested and seize
opportunities available but to reject the
opportunities to attend college that AA’s
"racial preferences" make available to
them.
Steele says the high dropout rate for
blacks (70 percent) should lead blacks
to call for an end to AA’s "racial preferences" and thus to reject the opportunities to attend college such preferences
provide. But this contradicts Steele’s
emphasis on hard work and individualism, two values he and I share.
Instead, Steele seeks to ban AA’s
"racial preferences" and paternalistically deprive blacks, allegedly for their
own good, of the right to make their
own individual choices about whether
attending college is in their individual
self-interest. Anyway, even for those
who drop out, since some college education is better than none, Steele is
denying the commonsense observation
that half a loaf is better than none.
Steele posed another false dilemma in
assuming the higher black dropout rate
involves the personal failure of blacks.
Dropping out need not be flunking out.
Indeed, since the average black family
makes only 55 percent of what the average white family makes, there are
greater financial pressures on qualified
blacks to quit school in order to take a
job that helps meet pressing financial
needs. And this greater poverty pressures blacks disproportionately to wort
at other jobs so much while attending
school that their grades suffer. These are
not simply personal failures; they are
failures of our economic and educational system. Steele underemphasizes or
overlooks flaws of the system and relies
too much on his personal anecdotes,
which he admits are "subjective", to
make hasty generalizations about what
choices are best for literally millions of
other people.
Sterling Harwood is a Department
of Philosophy Assitant Professor and
Director of the SJSU Institute for Social
Responsibility.
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Dance group takes
varied approach
By Sheltie Terry
Daily staff writer
An Oakland -based modem
dance group which uses sign
language and kung fu will perform Saturday night at the SJSU
Studio Dance Theatre.
The five women call themselves The Dance Brigade. The
perfomances they will he showing include "Pandora’s Box,"
Hil.t" and "Bring the War
ime.
"Pandora’s Box" presents
the issues of the ancient myths
regarding female sexuality and
the role of women throughout
time.
"Biko" pays tribute to Steven Biko, a black activist who
died in South Africa, and a
poem by Alice Walker, author
of "The Color Purple," will he
read.
Bring the War Home" depicts and recites the diary of a
nurse from Beirut.
"This remarkable piece captured the decade’s personal and
political turmoils (sexual free-

dom. drugs. Vietnam) within
the context of the developing
women’s
movement,
said
Susan F. Hunter from the Atlanta Constitution.
The issue -oriented group was
formed in 1984 by Krissy
Keefer and Nina Fichter, former
members of the Wallflower
Order Dance Collective.All of
the dancers study ballet to incorporate strength. hut their perfomances are more modern, including gymnastics and other
strenuous activ ales.
"It’s not like abstract modem
art at all." said General Manager Cindy Cleary."People who
have never been to a dance recital can come and really be
moved by what happens."
Dance Brigade also uses theater. humor and experimental
work to get its messages across.
The show starts Saturday at
p.iii. and should run approximately two hours. Tickets are
mlahle at the door. $6 for students and seniors and 58 for
general audience.

The Dance Brigade is scheduled to perform Saturday night at 8 at the SPA Studio Dance Theatre

Comedian Sinbad to perform at SJSU
By Laura DiMascio
Daily staff writer
Sinhad, the comedian of "A
Different World and "It’s Show time at the Apollo" fame, will he
on campus Halloween night telling
anecdotes and jokes of his college
days and youth.

’When I go and work colleges I
Wish I could be hack in school just
having fun being broke. I forget
about real life.’
Back in college Sinhad played
four years of basketball. which he
said was part of his childhood
dream of being a professional ball
player.

The show, being held in Mthe
Morris Dailey Auditorium, is part
if the Pontiac All Star Comedy
Caravan, a 50-college tour of various top comedians performing to
benefit Students Against Drunk
Driving.

"From the time I as young I
knew I wanted to play tot the Harlem Globe Trotters." he said. "I
wanted to be famous. and I was
going to go from basketball to acting to comedy - that was how I was
going to do it."

Sinhad said he dealt with the
issue of drinking and drii,ing when
he was in college.
didn’t drink and I used to
watch my buddies get more and
more wasted because they knew I
would drive them home." he said.
"I guess in college you think
that you’re indestructible. Back
then I’d tell them ’you must have
lost your mind because V’, e re today’s and tomorrovi ’s leaders. ’

Sinhad. a 34-year-old Michigan
native, said that in the Midwest
iii don’t know how the road to
fame works, you just do it.
Opening for Sinhad in the Halloween night show are Bay Area
comedians Rob Jacobsen and
Brian Copeland who have both appeared on Live I05’s ’Alex Bennett Show."

According to the Associated
The Unisersity of Denver alum- Students Program Board. Sinhad
nus said going hack on campuses i% as originally scheduled to he the
to do his stand-up really brings a only performer in the night’s
CS en!. hut a scheduling conflict
lot oi old memories hack.
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Halloween dance party set to rock Marriott
By. Christine De Graw
Daily staff writer
Spend the night dancing on a
multi -level dance floor as music,
ranging from the B -52’s to
AC/DC, blares from earthquake
speakers at Halloween ’90 at the
Marriott Hotel on Saturday.
The Grand Ballroom will be
converted into something similar
to the MTV Dance Party, featuring two 10-foot -high video
screens flashing music videos
and costume -clad partiers captured by a live. roving camera.

will cause Sinhad to arrive later
than expected. As a result, the
originally scheduled starting time
of 7:30 p.m. has been changed to
8:30p.m.
One dollar will he donated to
S.A.D.D. from every ticket purchased to Sinbad’s show.
Tickets can he purchased in advance through the A.S. Business
Office at 55 for students and $7 for
general admission or through
BASS. The price is 57 and 59 at
the door.

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU student. Faculty and
staff organizations at no charge.
TODAY
JEWISH STUDENT UNION: Movie and
road rally to dessert (bring a map). 6130
p.m., meet at campus automatic teller machines. call 971-1768
PHI ALPHA THETA HISTORY HONOR SOCIETY: Dr Aldon Nielsen lecture on Slavery
and the Middle Passage in Literature, refreshments following. 4 pm. Dudley Moorhead Hall Room 150. call 971-8256
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Co-op The Finishing Touches, combination
interview workshop and resume critique session for co-op students only. 1 30 p.m.. S.0
Almaden Room. call 924-6048
STUDENTS AFFILIATE OF THE AMERICAN CHEMICAL SOCIETY: Lecture Everything you always wanted to know about
graduate school, but were afraid to ask.
12 30 pm . Duncan Hall Room 505. call
253-4181
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Prayer service for
Peace. 7 p m Campus Christian Center
Chapel on 10th and San Carlos Streets. call
298-0204
SAN JOSE STATE FOLK DANCE CLUB:
Class and requests. drop-ins welcome. Suzanne teaching 8-9 p m . Requests and haloween party 91030 pm. Women s Gym.
Spartan Complex Room 89. call 2911302 or
287-6369
RADICAL REALITY CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP: Weekly workshop
service bible study and lellowship. 7 30
p m Duncan Hall Room 135 call 14151948IR22

LIVE 105 disc jockey Rob
Francis. owner of The Quake,
the mobile DJ company handling
the event, said it will he the first
time he has combined all of these
elements.
"People who have seen us before can expect to see double."
he said. "Even before they have
a drink."
According to Christi Leer,
public relations representative at
Promotions, there will
MIS
he rat ties, dance and costume

SJSU ARMY ROTC: Battalion FTX (Fiec
Training Exercise), All Day. Fort Ord. California. call 924-2926
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: General meeting. 6-8 p m.. Dudley Moorehead
Hall Room 150. call 292-4052
VSA (Vietnam* Student Association):
Selling Halloween dance tickets, 10 30 a.m.- By Bill Williamson
3 p.m . in front of Clark Library
Daily staff writer
VSA: Halloween dance. 8.30 p m.-130
With patronage competition in
a m Mini Club. 384 South Second Street
the deluge stage for Wednesday’s
VSA: Members can pick up membership
Ilallovveen celebrations. Club Max
cards. 10.30 a m.-3 p m in front of Clark Lihas come up with an angle.
brary
The club, which is located inSJSU THEATER ARTS DEPARTMENT:
Costume sale. 10 am -4 pm,Hugh Gillis side the Red Lion Hotel, will offer
Halloween party -goers entertainHall Room 13613
ment early and cheaply.
SATURDAY
The club will open its doors at 5
SPARTAN ORIOCCI: Ghosts-N -Goblins
close at 1:3(1)
Halloween dance. 8 pm -1 am Sunnyvale p iii (the club will
and admission is free.
Raddisson Hotel. call 926-8493
As Club Max s hours and prices
SUNDAY
differ from most clubs hosting Hal730
Meeting.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION:
loween parties. it does recommend
p m SJSU International Center all 286that guests come in costume.
2827
There v. ill he a contest for the
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Sunday Workshop.
prize
10 am Lutheran Worship and 630 and 8 hest comstumc with a 5500
p m Catholic Mass Campus Christian Cen- awarded for first place. and 5200
ter Chapel at loth and San Carlos Streets
call 298-0204
MONDAY
ANTHROPOLOHY CLUB: Meeting. 5 p m
Duncan Hall Room 208 call 924.5712
HONOR SOCIETY OF PHI KAPPA PHI:
Speaker Brent R Evans on Planning for
Personal Success. 4 30 pm SU Guadalupe Room call 227-9098
MECHA: General body meeting. 6-730
p m Chicano Library Resource Center
Wahiquist Library North Room 307 call 2921897

contests, with prizes ranging
from tanning to cold, hard cash.
Leer expects approximately
NIX) people to attend the event
being billed as "The Cutting
Edge Dance Paris." reflecting
the fact that it will feature a lot of
modern rock and British house
music.
Tickets are available at BASS.
MINT, Promotions and the
hotel’s gift shop for $20. or at the
door for 525.

Club Max goes for early
All-Hallows Eve crowd
ill he gi ten to the second -hest
dressed patron.
"It should be wild, especially if
everyone is wearing a costume."
Club Ma’.bartender Rafael Cervantes said. "It hides your identity . ss Melt makes you get even
wilder...
Cervantes said the club expects
a capacity emu d of 21.X1 people for
its eighth annual hash.
Entertainment vi ill he supplied
by Rocky. a disc joekey specializing in playing top-40 music. An
added attraction will he special
Halloween drinks whipped up by
the club’s hartending cress Food
iv ill also be available.
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BOO! YOUR GUIDE TO A FRIGHTENINGLY FUN HALLOWEEN.

Club Oasis hopes to ’See you in Hell’
By Stave Helmer
Daily staff writer

Whether you’ve lived a life of
sin or not, you can see what it’s
like in hell.
The Club Oasis celebrates Halloween by throwing a monster
bash filled with spooks, costumes
and prizes. What title is more appropriate for such an event than
"We’ll See You in Hell."
The evening will feature two
types of entertainment: dancing
and art-fashion. There will be a
costume contest, demonic drink
specials and fire and brimstone.
"It’s a real evil theme." Oasis

Promotions Director Machiko
said. "It’s hell -oriented."
Prizes will be given to costume
contest winners. The three major
rewards that will be given away
are: $666, a car phone and a car
stereo.
"There’s going to be some interesting decorations," Machiko
said. "It won’t exactly be a
haunted house. But there will be
things going on throughout the
club all night."
Disc jockey Julius Papp will
spin a modern format, as he does
every Wednesday. But Michiko
said Papp will be able to get away

with a few surprises, since it is
Halloween.
"We always do well on Halloween." she said. "Last year was
one of funnest nights we’ve had
here. Everyone came in costume.
The staff is all going to be dressed

can wear with them."
The Oasis is throwing pre-halloween parties all weekend and admission is free if you wear a costume. Free passes will be availible
for "We’ll See You in Hell" and
patrons can also try out some of the
demonic drink specials at the club
If you don’t want to go to a club this weekend .
on the only evil night of the year
"It’s Halloween. the one time
because you have nothing to wear,
here’s something to think about. out of the year you can do whatLast year Mitchiko dressed like a ever you want."
purse. This year, she is going to
The Oasis is located at 200
wear a pair of platform shoes.
North First Street. Admission is $5
"They’re killer shoes." she and is open to anyone 21 years and
said. "There is nothing else you older.

Phantom stalking prey
at FIX club downtown
By SheMe Terry
Daily staff writer

acid-scarred
infamous
The
phantom hunts down his prey on
Halloween night as F/X The Club
presents its rendition of the play
"Phantom of the Opera" in
"Phantom: A Masqueradt Ball"
on Halloween night.
Roger Fojas plays the Phantom
who pursues the young, ambitious
opera star, Christine (Bronwyn
Morales) in a scene where the two
sing together, and the Phantom
goes mad and chokes the woman
he loves.
The production begins at II
p.m.. followed by an unmasking
of the crowd at midnight accompanied by free champagne.
F/X will also host a costume
contest on Wednesday night. The
costume categories are best costume, best mask design, most original, most offensive and sexiest.
F/X will fly the grand prize winner
to Los Angeles and pay for his/her
hotel and air fare, plus tickets to
see "Phantom of the Opera" at the
Music Center in Los Angeles.
Other winners will receive
prizes like dinners for two, a night
and dinner at the Red Lion and theater tickets.
"It’s kind of a theater theme,"
said Phil Mareskaof/X. "We’ll
get creative with the puns."
Mareska and Creative Director
Gary Walker performed "Phantom" at the Warfield in San Francisco and, according to Mareska,
believed the show would he suc-

Cactus Club
is under-21
Halloween
party haven

cessful in San Jose.
"Gary and I kicked it around
and thought it would be great,"
said Mareska, "It’s scary, but romantic. Everyone does gross and
scary things for Halloween. but we
wanted to do something with class
and romance."
Five to six judges, including
some from radio station KWSS.
will pick their favorite costumes,
but the audience will pick the LAbound winner.
Suburbia DJ Rick Preston will
spin top 40 hits and modern music
throughout the night.
available
at
Tickets
are
Bass/Ticket Master and at the Underground at 371 South First Street
for $8 in advance, or $10 at the
door. F/X will supply masks h)r
patrons who do not have costumes.
Before the Halloween Phantom
party, F/X brings the ’60s and ’70s
fashions back to life in "Hippy
Chicks & Polyester," a fashion
show commemorating psychedelic
garb. The show starts at 11:30
p.m. and runs tonight and Saturday. General admission is $5. and
the doors open at 9 p.m.

Publicity photo

Mareska believes F/X presents Roger Fojas, as the Phantom. and Bronwyn Morales as Christine
fashion shows and productions be- are scheduled to perform Halloween night at F/X The Club.
cause night-life seekers want
psychedelic funk. main sireani.
lie said South First Street has
more, than a drink and an easy date. modern and alternate rock.
the potential to become compara"Coming into the ’90s, some
Mareska said FIX couldn’t be ble to the main stream night life of
people are looking for a more var- compared to any other club, hut he San Francisco.
ied entertainment," he said. " feels it has been competetive in
"Night clubs have done a really
They’re not drinking as much and downtown San Jose which he good job putting downtown San
not having sex with strangers."
called the "entertainment focus for Jose back on the map," Mareska
The club specializes in hard core the valley."
said.
By Bill Williamson
Daily staff writer

SJSU students: If you’re under
21 and worried about missing
next week’s Hallowen happenings, fret no more: you too can
celebrate club style.
The Cactus Club. the only 18
and over nightclub in the SJSU
area, will ring in the holiday with
two nights of Halloween reveling.
The Catcus fright fun begins
Tuesday night with a pre -Hallo-

wen party featuring disk jockey
Rob Francis of KITS Live 105.
Those who come in costume
Tuesday will be admitted for half
price of the cover charge.
After Francis gets the pre-partiers hyped, the club will turn into
a scare temple.
A Night of Sheer Terror The
Cactus Goes To Hell, is what the
club he will known as Wednesday.
According to Cactus Club pub-

licist Howie Nave, the venue will
be converted into a chamber of
horrors, which will he co-presented by KSJS and KSCU.
The night will be enhanced by
a live musical show headlined by
The Frontier Wives, a new wave
band.
Another
sure-to-he -spirited
competition will he the club’s
costume contest. Prizes for the
hest decorated customer will include T-shirts and passes to the
Camera Threatre.

Haunted house
offers hair-raising
Halloween journey
By Bryan Gold
Daily staff writer

fog.
Complete
with
tombstones and something that
resembles Chewbacca of the
Star Wars trilogy. the World’s
Largest Haunted House is scaring people at the Santa Clara
County Fairgrounds.
If you dare. until Halloween
night. you can take a long walk
down Elm Street and come faceto-face with gorillas and Dracula in this 1.350-loot. I4-act
maze created and operated by
Francisco Garcia. his three
brothers, and one sister.
According to Garcia. the
haunted house is the largest in
the world. "I haven’t seen a
bigger one that actually scares
people," he said. "There is
GYROS that is bigger, hut people don’t get scared there. I
have seen it. They come out
laughing.
The frightful walk begins
even before you step in the
house. Scary music blares out of
a loudspeaker to those who
stand outside. while those who
have already entered the building are treated to fog and
tombstones.
In his eighth year of operations at the fairgrounds. Garcia
continues to make changes to
improve the house. ’We make
changes every year to keep it interesting.’ Garcia said. "We
wanted to do the (Teenage Mutant) Ninja Turtles, hut they

Mardi Gras Masquerade
puts twist on costuming
Montoya. a graduate of SJSU.
The shops. locates!, Arm troll
Ghosts and goblins will hobnob the Fairmont Hotel, will he fenced
with Southern belles in a New Or- off. The inside will boast a New
leans-style Halloween bash Satur- Orleans-style street scene with
day night at the downtown Pavil- Cajun food, drinks and plenty of
ion Shops.
entertainment.
The Masquerade Mardi Gras. a
Traditional Mardi Gras garb
4 1/, hour celebration to benefit the
1991 San Jose Jai, Festival, is the isn’t necessary to enjoy the party
creation of Mark and Scott Mon- But there will he a costume contest
for the most outrageous and the
toya and Bruce Lahadie.
The three met last year on the best Mardi Gras cosiumewith
board of directors of the San Jose prizes such as trips to New Orleans
Jazz Society and immediately put and Rio de Janeiro.
their talents together to bring Los
Tickets are SIO and can he purLobos, a rock band with Latin fla- chased at the door. or in advance
vor. to San Jose State last May.
through the department of journalTheir latest production. the ism and mass communications. to
Masquerade Mardi Gras, promises benefit the student chapter ill the
to he a night of traditional South- Rosiness Professional Advertising
ern splendor.
Association. Call 924-3241) or
"We wanted to try something 295-6099 for more nitormation.
different, a switch from the typical
Halloween party." said Mark
By Susanna Cesar

Daily staff writer

Gay nightclub
holds dance,
costume contest

Original
zombie flick
much better
than remake

There are no tricks behind the
S1.418) in treats that Club St. John
will award the winners ot its fourth
annual costume party this Halloween.
"It’s a very busy night. We gel
lots of people and lots of coniestants."said manager I.loyd Street.
The costume contest offers a
Si500 first priie for hest costume
and $250 for the first runner-up.
There will also he a 5.400 cash
award (or the hest couple or group.
And for the most outrageous
"drag." or female impersonator.
the champ will get $250.
This year’s Halloween theme at
the predominantly gay bar will he
the Hinstones and the decor will
reflect scenes from the classa cartoon. Costumes are not required,
hut dancing is a must .
Draft beer will he 75 cents and
the cover charge is yet to he determined.

By Laura DiMascio
Daily staff writer

Any avid horror film fan who
has seen the original "Night of
the Living Dead" would probably
agree that the black and white
1968 horror flick was destined to
he a cult classic.
Now in 1990, those flesh -eating zombies have crept hack onto
(he screen, hut this time the acting
is what’s dead.
Adding color and a few twists
to the retelling. creators George
Romero and John Russo combined a new cast, script and array
of special effects to the grotesque
and slightly dark humorous remake released Oct. IS.

don’t scare people."
But the monsters are scary.
yet colorful, and provide the patron with a good time.
If you are nice enough or one
of the selected few. Freddie
Krugger will stalk you from
atop the maze. But don’t pay
too much attention to Freddie or
someone. or something. else
will really get you when you
turn the corner.
The circular ma/e is dark and
Itqiir turns. In some cases. you
have to feel your way along the
walls to get through the maze,
which makes it inure interesting. It also makes each of the
acts separate and distinct.
The World’s Largest Haunted
House is entertaining hut show
Unless it is a packed housc.
which may he the case as Halloween night nears, the trip
through the maze takes onl)
about 15 minutes and leaves the
patron wanting more. The price
of admission ($6.00) may seem
high. hut it is worth it.
In addition. the 38 actors wh,
provide the fright do their jobs
and leave many scared as thi:
walk out or the maze.
’Many of the actors arc high
school kids while some or the
actors has e been here tor siv [it
seven years They all do them
jobs well (iiircia said.
"1 want to see then:n.lauygehiliiiinv12
crying. sereanonv,
when they Icily c.’ (iarcia said.
They ai e. and then sonic.

Publioly

An army of flesh -eating zombies terrorize a group of people barricaded in "Night of the Living Dead."

However, the remake and its
changes lack the mystique and
Night of the Living Dead
eerie lifelessness of the classic,
and scenes that were originally
meant to he shocking and terrifying are now, if anything. just
Rating: R
tunny.
Starring: lbny Dodd.,
"Night of the living Dead" is
the story of seven people trying to outer space cornet are possibilities
tend off zombies while barricaded mentioned.
The film co-stars Tony Todd as
in a Victorian farm house. The
reason for the revived dead is "Ben." who becomes the aggresnever really made clear although sive leader of the group taking
disease and radiation from an charge of the frantic situation,

aa

and Patricia Tallman as "Barbara." the weak and timid girl
who, through Ben’s prompting.
becomes the strongest member of
the group. Todd. who is the only
convincing cast member, pulls off
the part id Ben in a way comparable to the talents of the
The other cast members, even
though the majority ol their costars are dead, lack the energy
needed to take charge In this version its sate to say that the zom-

hies and their make up artists are
the real stars.
From gunshot and stab wounds
to autopsy scars, each one is dismembered. gruesome and gory to
morbid perfection and display a
variety. of ways that they met
their unfortunate demise
The new film keeps much of
the original dialogue and the same
basic theme of man’s inability to
communicate. as shown both in
the group trying to survive and in

the reactions to the new society of
the walking dead, hut doesn’t do
it with as much flavor as the first.
Barbara’s transition from the
shy, introverted girl to the headstrong, modern day. "Rambo"
woman is hard to take seriously
as she knocks off zombies with
her double-barreled rifle.
Seen in the right environment,
all this movie is good tor is a
laugh.

KSJS hosts
costume contest
KSJS will he hosting its fifth annual Halloween costume contest
Wednesday outside of the Student
Union.
The station will he broadcasting
live during the contest. which will
he held from 12 p.m. until 1 p.m.
According to Thoth% Hronopulos.
a member of the radio station.
awards will he given out based on
five categories like the ugliest, the
wierdest and the most original.
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RELIEF

fire was a crime. She said the state
has a victim restitution fund providing an applicant with up to $46,003
in a crime related incident
Joseph said applicants’ eligibility
depends on cooperation with the
police, proving that they were not
involved in any illegal activity at
the crime and not did not contribute
to the crime.
Lee said Associated Students and
the other six residence hall governments will also be asked to donate.
Spartan Daily staff writer Angus
Klein coruribtuarl in this report.

From page 1
fundraiser for us."
The Santa Clara County Victim/Witness Office, a non-profit
organization, has also offered assistance in filing claims for state reimbursement of the student’s medical
expenses. According to Claims
Specialist Supervisor Margaret
Joseph, this is possible because it
has been determined from the University Police Department that the
tr) .
pa one

Aviation fair coming

die

By Marcos Azcarate

Inn

Daily stall %inter

pay

Saturday’s Eagle Flight Aviation/Aerospace Fair at SJSU’s aviation department facilities has all the
elements of a science fiction novel
only it’s for real.
The fair’s goal is to provide both
educational and recreational activity to promote aviation and
aerospace careers and sciences.
Activities start at 9 a.m. at SJSU’s
aviation facilities on the west side
of the San Jose International AirPonAlthough the fair will focus on
teaching new ideas in science for
teachers, parents and general public, perhaps the biggest beneficiaries of this exhibition will be the
children.
"We feel strongly that children
should have a basic background in
aviation and space because it is part
of the modem world," said Fran
Grant, chairwoman of the
aerospace education committee.
"Parents and teachers should be
aware and able to respond to their
children’s questions."
Children will have the opportunity to see samples of moon rocks,
and teachers who register will be
able to obtain those samples on
loan for their schools.
The lunar samples are encased in
acrylic fiber to prevent them from
rusting.
Although this material is not
dangerous, teachers will be instructed how to use it.
Walt Prouty, a representative of
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NASA and Lockheed will show
how a pressure suit is used in space
flights.
Also, Lockheed requested a 20by -30 foot space where they are
going to have 2,000 cases of
lithographs, posters and telescope
kits as well as 1,000 inflatable
models of World War II era
bombers, which will be given away
to the kids.
The fair was put together by
Eagle Flight Tharn I, which is composed of teachers, pilots and airport
managers from San Mateo and
Santa Clara Counties.
Other sponsors include the California Association for Aerospace
Education, Caltrans division of
aeronautics, San Jose Airport .kasoelation, Young Astronaut Chapter
Leaders-CAAE, NASA and anta
Clara Valley Ninety-Nines, an international organization of women
pilots. The fair will host several
workshops, guest speakers and
exhibitors.
One of the speakers scheduled is
Representative Norman Mincta (DSan Jose).
"If congress is adjourned we’ll
have congressman Norman Mineta,
but they are still working on the
budget," Grant said.
Astronaut Steven Hawley, a veteran of three space flights, will be
one of the speakers.
Among the issues that will be
considered are adjustment to the
weightless world and medical .iiformation on space -related is ues,
such as space sickness.
"Eventually we are going to nave

STREET
From page I
city neighborhoods. A downgrade
could allow the eventual closure of
the street.
That same year, the A.S. board of
directors created a special task force
for the cause and hired a consultant,
Paul Sonneman, for $500 per week,
to coordinate.
The group was allocated $1,200
in funds to campaign to close the
street, but a door-to-door canvas
and a letter writing campaign failed
due to a lack of student volunteers,
Sonneman told the Spartan Daily in
1986.
SJSU shuttle busses were
plied to ferry people to the meeting,
but only 12 students, mostly A.S.
officers and campus news media,
took advantage of the free trans-

PANEL
From page 1
behind anti-racist policies.
Aldon Nielson, associate English
professor, labeled Steele’s most
avid followers as "white, neo-conservative columnists" that are unfamiliar with the writings of Black
American scholars.
"In short, The content of Our
Character... reveals itself to be little more than a very poorly reasoned attempt to recast the prevailing racial orthodoxies of the Reagan-Bush era in the terminology of
pop psychology," Nielsen said.
Millner likened Steele to David
Duke, the former Ku Klux Klan
Grand Wizard who ran for Senator
of Louisiana this year.
Steele "reads very similarly to
a space station out there and it is
necessary to make sure they are
going to be comfortable out there,"
Grant said. "When you know about
living in space it gives you ideas
about living in our own atmosphere."
Workshops on the "Exploration
of Mars," and "Living in Space"
will explain the latest developments
in those areas.

portation.
But Nowak believes the situation
is different this year. She anributed
1986’s problems to the chaos of
construction during the height in
downtown redevelopment and
added that more people are aware
of the issue this time.
She stresses that students and
organizations act on their support.
"Without individual people there,
our efforts are worthless," she said.
SJSU officials have been trying
to close San Carlos Street since
1984. Officials have said closure
would unify the campus and make
the street safe for the more than
10,000 people that cross it daily.
City planning staff has recommended that the "major collector"
designation be lifted from the street,
with a few restrictions.
The planning staff suggested a
trial closing of the street, which

could take place possibly as early as
next semester, to further study the
impact of the closure.
According to city records, SJSU
asked that an amendment to the
city’s general plan, Horizon 2,000,
be considered in 1984, 1985 and
1986.
The deferment in 1986 was
mainly to allow time for a complete
analysis of the traffic problems the
closure would cause. The council
also wanted SJSU to show good
faith intentions by securing funds
for the proposed San Carlos Street
pedestrian mall and finishing landscaping on Seventh and Ninth
streets.
Currently Ninth Street is not
landscaped and is full of make-shift
faculty offices.
Seventh Street landscaping
began last summer with the construction of a plaza with private

funds.
According to Lon Stahl, public
information officer, the approximately $3 needed to complete Seventh and Ninth street landscaping
and the San Carlos pedestrian mall
will be provided by some private
funds, but is largely contingent to
the passage of Proposition 143,
which is a $450 million bond act
for construction at California higher
education institutions.
SJSU has sponsored an environmental impact report, which studied
the impact of the proposed closure.
The city hired the CH2M Hill engineering firm to compile the report,
which found that noise and traffic
congestion would not be significantly increased. It did predict that
there would be more traffic during
the morning commute at Eleventh
and San Carlos streets.

his platform," Mintier said.
The presentations picked apart
selected passages from Steele’s
book and almost always deemed
them shallow interpretations drawn
out of insufficient knowledge.
Steele’s adversarial stance on affirmative action also incited heated
criticisns.
Addressing the 70 percent
dropout rate for black students that
Steele uses to debunker college
recruiting practices, assistant philosophy professor Sterling Harwood asked "Wouldn’t it hurt just
as much if you never got the
chance to attend college?"
"It seems unfair to weaken affirmative action, then criticize it,"
Harwood said referring to the Reagan and Bush administrations.
The panel resented the condescnding tone of Steele’s remarks

about how blacks’ capitalize on
victim-oriented empowerment.
"Well maybe we’d stop acting
like victims if we weren’t continuing to be victimized," said Febe
Portillo, an English instructor.
Ponillo rebuffed Steele’s claim
that black students collective inferiority complex stems from preferential treatment in universities.
Portillo blames "poverty of the
school districts we have attended.
That’s why we come to the university with a complex.," she said.
Mozelle Watson, an Afro-Amencan studies lecturer, rebuked Steele
for what she said were his statements suggesting that student
protests are a waste of valuable
study time.
"Asserting oneself and studying
are not mutually exclusive... group
problems requip. group solutions,"

she said.
Arneze Washington, Associated
Students president, was careful not
to reveal his opinions of Shelby
Steele but told the audience that
Steele’s book is untenable in the
social sciences.
"This book is nothing more than
the opinion of a gentleman. namely
Shelby Steele."
The "reappraisal" of Steele’s
book reached a crescendo during
the final speech by Henry, who is
notorious for physically defacing
E.D. Hirsch’s book "Cultural Literacy: What Every American Needs
to Know." This time he spared the
book’s hide, but not its content.
"We recognize that Steele’s argument is disinformation. . .whimsy
after one knows the facts." he said.
"Mr. Steele, my brother, you need
to abandon that ship."

"There will be answers for questions such as what are they finding
from all those pictures satellites
send back, what can we learn from
that that will help our world, are
there things there useful for us,"
Grant said.
A large number of SJSU students
will also participate in this program
and their area will be in demonstrating wind tunnels, flight simula-

er in an effort to really educate children," said Ryan. The Young Astronauts of Northern California is 3
non-profit organization that uses
curriculum materials to teach aviation and aerospace in the class
room.
"Restructuring the schools is the
everyone’s
new buzzword now
involved," Ryan said.

tors and jet test cells.
Other workshops will feature
"The World of Helicopters" and
"New Discoveries in the Solar System."
Juanita Ryan, local coordinator
for Young Astronauts for Northern
California, feels optimistic about
the project.
"We have business, educational
and the community coming togeth-
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Men’s volleyball club begins workouts
By Bryan Gold
Daily staff writer
Informal workouts are underway
for the men’s volleyball club as potential team members prepare for
the tryout Dec. 4.
Second-year head coach Don
Petrilli is using this time to get a
look at players for the upcoming
season.
He said that while anyone who
wantso play does not have to attend the workouts, he recommends
that players participate now.
"If I know a player for six
weeks. I know what he can do and
what he can’t do. The advantage to
playing now is in learning the sys(ems and how the team operates.
"If a player comes out on Dec.
4, he must he a great player hands
down before I will take him over
someone who has been here. But.
that is possible." Petrilli said.
Playing in the Northern California Collegiate Volleyball League.
SJSU finished 18th in the nation
last year (of approximately 3(X)
club teams) with an overall record
of 13-12. The team competed at

CI

the club championships last spring
in Tennessee and ’hopes to return to
the championship to he held April
19-20 in Colorado Springs.
As for this year, California and
Fresno State, in the same division
last year as SJSU. are ranked first
and eighth nationally in recent
Volleyball Monthly polls.
While he is hopeful on improving on last year’s record ("you
don’t ever want to count your
chickens." he said), Petrilli said
that he is looking for a player to
help the men’s club team improve
overall.
’We look for athletic ability."
he said. "We have the time to develop a player so we want a hard
working player with a good attitude and a willingness to he
coached."
He added that he is also looking
for a player that has slit:, jumping
ability and quickness.
Petrilli said that many of those
players have what he is looking for
because expected to return from
last year’s squad are outside hitters
Dave Emigh. Brian Micheletti.

Football players busy
despite a bye this week

We make the call...
SJSU: Bye
Spartans get a breather
Cal at Washington: Wash, 27-16
So much for the Rose Bowl talks
Stanford at Oregon: Stfd, 27-26
Cardinal shoots down the Ducks.. .quack, quack
Cleveland at SF 49ers: SF, 35-14
Niners eat Brownies for lunch
1990 forecast record:17-4
Note: Picks are a majority vote of the sixperson Spartan Daily sports staff.

Hoops run in Soviet family
After a
OAKLAND (AP)
rough shooting night. the Golden
State Warriors’ Sarunas Marciulionis might very well get some good
advice at home.
His wife, Inga. will be playing
junior college basketball this season, and her coach calls her "the
best pure shooter I’ve ever
coached, male or female."
The 5-ftx)t-1 I guard on the Merritt College women’s team made
seven consecutive 3 -point shots in
the opening pre-season scrimmage. according to Coach Fred
Brown.
Inga Marciulionis. 25. played
on Soviet National women’s teams
during the 1980s. Her husband.
who began his NBA career last
season, was a star of Soviet National men’s teams. The Lithuanian couple has a daughter. Krista
"Basketball here is easy for me

’We will have more strength oft
of the bench." Middendorp said.
We have the time to
’We will have a strong 12 guys on
the varsity team."
develop a player so we
Petrilli added that with the interwant a hard working
est in playing. he is able to get a
good look at many of the players
player with a good
because of the turnout at each practice.
attitude and a
"We usually get around 20 guy s
willingness to be
out there," he said. "But, some
don’t show up on Tuesdays and
coached.’
some don’t show up on Thursdays
Don Petrilli, because of school."
voile’, bail coach
Petrilli said that he stresses education. not only of volleyball hut
and Tully Middendorp: setter Ron also academics, to his play ers.
"Education comes first... he
Ladrillono: and middle block&
said. "Volleyball is a very low
Jason Scharpf.
paying sport and I don’t want volHowever. Petrilli cautiously leyball to slow these guys down
any
reserve
don’t
warned. "we
from graduating from school .’
spots. Every player has to compete
For the SJSU men’s volleyball
won’t
for a spot on the team. But I
club as a whole, the desire is "to
not take those players because they have the school think of us as the
don’t work hard. Those guys are only men’s volley ball team repthe hardest workers"
resenting Sun Jose State.- according to Petrilli. For the players who
"It makes it more competitive.’
Ladrillono said. "The idea is to want to play in the spring, the
put together the best possible competition for spots on the team
starts now.
team. -

I play at a very high level before."
Inga said. "But I don’t play for
about two years now, so. we’ll
see.

Inga said that during her husband’s first NBA season she became "tired of sitting around the
house with nothing to do."
She’s several years older than
her teammates, but she says. "I
don’t feel so old around them. If I
can run with them, I’m OK."

By Paul Wheaton
Daily staff writer
While many students spend Saturday recovering from Friday and
preparing for that night’s folly.
college football players spend their
Saturday inficting and receiving
pain.
This Saturday will be different
for the Spartans they don’t have
a game. It has been five years since
the SJSU football team has had a
weekend off in the middle of the
season.
For the first time this semester
the football team will be able to do
what so many other students have
been able to do on the weekend
relax.
Sheldon Canley. the nations top
all-purpose runner. plans to visit
his family.
"I’m going home to Lompoc to
see my mother and I’ll spend some
time in Santa Barbara with my
grandmother." Canley said.
Family is a common theme for
the team this weekend.
"I’m going to my son’s birthday

FUN HOUSE

ii

Roan Gold
Daily stall writer
The SJSI.I men’s soccer team
broke a four-game scoreless
streak, however the University
of San Francisco scored two
goals in overtime to win 4-2 and
hand the Spartans their fifth
straight loss Wednesday.
SJSU (3-14) outshot US!’ (97-3 by 16-13. but forward Marquis White put the hall past
goalkeeper Key in Raak at the
97:23 mark in mertime to put
the Dons in the lead.
The Spartans. who have not
beaten I,ISF since 1983. had tied
the game at I -I when midfielder
Scott Wiehe scored early in the
second half.
Wiebe then assisted tory+ aid
Mike Ariahal, whose shot from
close range found the left side of
the net and briefly gave SJSU
the lead.
However. UM- midfielder
Zack Taylor tied the game at the
62:13 mark of the second half to

send the game into overtime.
The Spartans return home to
face Big West Conference foe
Santa Barbara at Spartan Stadium on Sunday at 2 p.m. SJSU
is currently
in Big West
conference
c
play.
The two teams met earlier
this season in Santa Barbara
where the Gauchos scored a
goal with I:40 left in the second
overtime to give them a I-0 victory.
In that game. the Spartans
had two chances to score in the
(15th minute hut failed to do so.
SJSU head coach Gary. St. Clair
picked up a yelloyk card from
ihe officials and said. "when
you play in some places. Santa
Barbara being one of them. you
know that you are playing
against 12 people.’’
After Santa Barbara. the
SJSU closes its home season
Tuesday at 7:30 at Spartan Stadium against UC Irvine.

COSTUME RENTALS
Quality Costumes at
Low Prices

party.- said safety Ray Boys IC,
I..y
Blackmon.
Bobby
Lampkins and Lyneil May 0. who
all played for Bakersfield J.C..
plan to return to their old stomping
grounds.
’We’re all going to Bakersfield
for homecoming,’’ Blackmon
said.
While many of the players plan
on relaxing, ()Henske lineman
Peni losefa is much more serious.
’I’m going 10 14orkout. do some
lifting and running. It’s a good
time to recover.’ loscla said.
When coach Terry Shea was
asked what his activities would hr
a big smile illumiatcd his face.
"I was thinking about watching
some college games as a spectator.
Whatever is on T. V. My son play
might watch his
so
I
soccer
game."
Blackmon said . "It’s nice to gel
a week off and focus on where this
team is gilint."

11111.11111F

For HALLOWEEN
HALLOWEEN
HALLOWEEN
HALLOWEEN

Open daily 9am-9pm
1550 S. Winchester Blvd. Suite 215

DartM14414601fing

(Nintendo)

GAME BOY

(40i)V3b-e11227

Buy-Sell
New-Used
All Guaranteed

Turbo Groh

Largest Selecton of New
and Used Games Around!

GAMES+PLUS
307? Driftwood Drive
off Winchester between Payne
and Hamilton

(408) 374-5805

LI

WE HAVE IT ALL!
BATMANS, FRENCH
MAIDS, FLAPPERS,
NINJA TURTLES,
CLOWNS, MICKEY,
GANGSTERS,
DETECTIVES, and
1001 more costumes,
wigs, masks, hats,
balloons, make-up, and
accessories for children
and adults.

Oklahoma
needs victory
for contention
(API Saturday ’s
Big Eight
battle between Oklahoma and Colorado will feature teams heading in
opposite directions.
Tenth -ranked Colorado has won
fiv c in a row since losing to Illinois. while No. 22 Oklahoma has
lost two straight after opening with
five victories.
The Sooners soared to No. 4 he tore losing to Texas and Iowa
State. which heat Oklahoma fin
the first time since 1961. Colo
rado, the defending Big Eight
champion, fell to No. 20 aftel
starting the season I -I -I. But thtt
Buffaloes have climbed hack into
the Top 10 with consecutive vi
ries over Texas. Washington. \I.
souri. Iowa State and Kansas.
Oklahoma needs a victory al
Boulder to stay in contention flu
the conference title. while Colo
rado i trying to keep pace with co
leader Nebraska. The Buffaloes
and Cornhuskers are 3-0. a gamc.
ahead of the 2-1 Sooners.
Last year. Colorado heat I it
homa 20-3 to snap a 12-gamc
ing streak against the &HUI
This time. Oklahoma will bc ih,
one trying to stop a losing streak
The Sooners haven’t lost three
straight since the end of the 1965
season.
Colorado has already twit
tested by one of the toughest
schedules in the country. The But
(aloes tied No. ii ’Tennessee. lost
to No. 5 Illinois and heal No
Washington and No. 11 le,
They also defeated Stanford. I ht
only team to beat Notre Dame this
season.

SJSU soccer team scores
but comes up short again
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